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NON-COMMERCIAL USE
John Q. Public
37 Buccaneer rd.
4511 Sample City

Specimen
CUSTOMER-ID:

HM31731
HM31931
HM33031
HM39431
HM34831
HM36531
HM35431

Blue Water
On Air
Heaven and Earth
Piano Vol.5 DVD WAV/MP3
Sentimental Moods
Darf ich bitten... ?
Classical Dreams

The above stated person receives the general right of use for all music titles of the above liste Highland Musikarchiv CD.
The right of use is granted permanent for dubbing of films, videos, DVD, radio dramas or slide shows. The right of use is
limited to the below detailed private and non-commercial utilisation and performance.
All world-wide rights of use and stage rights are granted by the author Joachim Lehberger as far as music is tied-up to
one of the above listed media. Patent rights are not granted. Authorisation for application of the music in connection with
private websites requires a separate agreement and requires the operator of the website to ensure that the possibility of
separate loading and download of the music titles is made impossible by technical means. Commercial use of the music
rd
titles for advertisement, in TV and radio, for advertisement of goods or services to 3 parties as well as commercial
duplication/reproduction of music titles on video and/or sound storage media of any kind requires - without exception the "Release Document Commercial Use". Rights of use, respectively terms of rights of use, granted by this Release
Document, explicitly do not cover the use of Highland Musikarchiv music titles for the purpose of and/or in the context
of the following:

Specimen
a) Acts of criminal liable
b) Acts of defamation and/or mitigation of natural or legal person
c) Sole purpose of glorification of violence

Since the author according to German Copy Right Law (§ 15 et sqq. UrhG) owns the exclusive right to exploit his work
in physical form and since he is not member of a collecting society no charges have to be paid for usage of the music
titles to collecting societies if this document is presented. All rights of use and patent utilisation are performed by the
author. Any private or public performance of films, videos, radio dramas, slide shows or DVD using
Highland Musikarchiv music titles without the appropriate personalised Release Document signed by the author is
prohibited. This document is strictly personal and not transferable.

Fuldatal,

Specimen
Joachim Lehberger, Author

Inhaber: Joachim Lehberger

Steuer-Nr.: 2 584 100 627

USt-ID Nr.: DE 112 979 941

Bankverbindung für Deutschland:
Bankverbindung für Österreich:
Bankverbindung für die Schweiz:
Joachim Lehberger, Author
VR-Bank Schwalm-Eder
Volksbank Salzburg REG.GEN.M.B.H
UBS AG
BLZ 520 626 01, Konto 22 46 953
BLZ 45010, Konto 155 838
Konto 233-629150.01 U
IBAN: DE42 5206 2601 0002 2469 53
IBAN: AT79 4501 0000 0015 5838
IBAN: CH37 0023 3233 6291 5001 U
BIC (SWIFT-Code): GENODEF1HRV
BIC (SWIFT-Code): VBOEATWWSAL
BIC (SWIFT-Code): UBSWCHZH40A
Es gelten unsere Allgemeinen Geschäftsbedingungen in der jeweils gültigen Fassung, die Sie bei uns anfordern oder unter www.highland-musikarchiv.com einsehen können.

